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Rediscovering Kurt Bauchwitz:
Der Lebendige

Wayne Wonderley and Roy C. Bates
Nineteen-year old Arthur Rimbaud, born 1854, published his adolescent memories
(Une saison en enfer, 1873), stopped writing poetry , and left his ivory tower in France
for the ivory trade in Ethiopia. Lifelong recluse Emily Dickenson, who died in 1886,
created reams of verse and hid them in boxes. Though the posthumous fame of both
poets is founded on the substance of their work, which they did not care much about or
failed to promote, it could not have spread without unforeseeable contingent events such
as, in the case of Emily, the editing and publication of her poems (1890-91) by Mabel L.
Todd and T. W. Higginson. Accidental, too, was the retrieval and rediscovery of our
subject, a book of verse, almost half a century after it came out (Berlin, LigUo-Verlag,
1920). Another instance of Horace's now trite observation: Habent sua fata libelli.
Exhausted by the Great War, with her cities in ruins, and torn asunder by the
aftermath of defeat - the revolution that forced the Kaiser to abdicate (November 1918),
the harsh treaty of versailles (1919) - Germany's "Weimar Republic" was then beset by
mass unemployment and a currency inflation that wiped out the nation's savings. Certainly,
to paraphrase Brutus in Shakespeare's julius Caesar,l not a tide in the affairs of Eu terp e
which taken at the flood leads on to fortune! And yet Der Lebendige was received with
enthusiasm, in particular by the students of the universities, Graf Hermann Keyserling's
Schule der Weisheit in Darmstadt, and the near-by Odenwaldschule. Das Literarische
Echo, then the top literary review, compared the book to a perdurable " rocher de
bronze. "Z On the other hand, the right-wing press exhibited critical, if not hypocritical
hostility on moral grounds; the reactionary Berlin Kreuzzeitung headlined its critique,
"Miitter, hiitet eure Tochter!" Soon the incongruent debate was drowned out by the
roaring twenties and the less gay uproar caused by Hitler's best seller Mein Kampf (1923).
Der Lebendige disappeared from the public literary scene. So did Kurt Bauchwitz. During
the lustrum before World War I, he had been a frequent contributor of poems, aphorisms
("Fragesagewagetagebuch") and just one short story ("Tango" ) to the renowned Munich
jugend 3 but his name also turned up in Nord und Sud,4 Licht und Schatten, and other
literary magazines. A prewar booklet, dedicated to Dr. Georg Hirth (1841-1916), founder
and editor of jugend, on the occasion of his seventieth birthday, lists Bauchwitz among
the distinguished authors of the era but so high a rating can only be ascribed to the
compiler's keen perception. Less discerning though equally improbable was the
contention of one reviewer that "Bauchwitz" was a pseudonym , symbolizing the union of
robust vitality, represented by "Bauch," and clever intellect, represented by "Witz." 1tis
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true that the poet made use of pseudonyms, as shown by verse in Jugend, signed Itta
Kurz v. Buch, an anagram of his name. Anyhow, the fact that Bauchwitz is the name of a
town near Berlin, in the former province of Brandenburg, and that the German peerage
lists "v. Gersdorff und v. Bauchwitz" among the Uradel S explodes the ingenious
hypothesis. The town was settled by the Wends, a Slavic tribe of eastern Germany,
descendants of the Sorbs, and the meaning of the Wendish-Sorbian name is unproductive
of symbolic interpretation. "Bauchwitz" emerges as very real. Whether he defmitively
withdrew from writing and launched into commercial ventures like Rimbaud or pursued
his literary interests in aloofness like Dickinson, and whatever may have been the cause of
his vanishing from the printed page would be idle to conjecture. His book, an all but
inexhaustible mine of challenges, not only qua literature but as a poetic stimulant to selfrealization, speaks louder and deeper than the falsetto of psychobiography-by-conjecture As
indicated by the subtitle, Ein Gedichtbuch in Fun! Akten und einem Echo, the volume's
173 poems are surprisingly arranged in the form of a play with a lever du rideau or
prologue of two poems, while 158 verse epigrams "echo" the main themes. Allusive
personal pronouns supply captions for the "Acts":
I.
lhr
Es in uns
II.
Wir
III.
IV.
Mit mir
In IHM.
V.
There is a motto by Goethe und "Ein wesentliches Vorwort" which, typographically
marked in a quasi afterthought, implores the reader "nicht zu blattern" but to
promenade along ("abwandeln" ) the poems "nach Ordnung und Folge." It would
seem that "abwandeln" asks for sequential but at the same time careful reading; in its
other sense - to inflect, decline, conjugate - the verb is suggestive of the grammarian's
attention to detail.
Evidently the author wishes to emphasize that his offering goes beyond poetry as such.
If there can be any doubt that the division in acts and the admonition not to leaf through
the pages at random are meant to make the reader aware of a transcending purpose rather
than to control his freedom of move and mood, "Ein wesentliches Vorwort" dispels all
possible uncertainties:
Geistige sind. M6gen Lebendige sein!
Nicht Erlauchte, doch Erleuchtete,
Nicht Wanste, doch Runde ,
Rund genug, urn sogar Plattheiten zartlich zu umfagen,
Erleuchtet genug, zu - warmen.
Stark an jener Liebe, die alles heiligt.
Menschen, die Mut haben zu ihrem ganzen Selbst.
Menschen fur Menschen!
This

1S

not a curse flung at the intellectuals ("Geistige") but a prayer for their
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transmutation into compassionate Vollmenschen who accept and embrace life in its
totality of wonders and terrors, joys and sufferings, ecstatic moments of the sublime and
barren days of the trivial. "Stark an jener Liebe, die alles heiligt" reflects Saint
Augustine's "Am a - et fac quod vis!,,6 "Mut . .. zu[mJ ganzen Selbst" sounds a clarion
call for the theory of Gestalt to become the practice of the whole man. " Der Lebendige"
materializes as the archetype of a radical existentialist beyond that of Kierkegaard,
Heidegger, Sartre, and other thinkers perplexed by the human situation. "Ankiindigung"
and "Gebet" the two prefatory poems, articulate the infinite span of the term or concept
"Der Lebendige" which, though even more undefinable than "poetry," might be summed
up by taking "poet" as a synecdoche for the race and, by the change of just one letter,
turning a famous definition upside down: The poe_t should not mean / But be. 7 Because of
their relevance for the intentions and standards of the author, and thus for the evaluation
of the book, these poems (p.6 ) are quoted in full:
Ankiindigung.
AIle Saiten
Sollen klingen
Und schwingen,
Zu allen Breiten
Will ich dringen,
AIle Hohen erringen,
AIle Tiefen zwingen
Und allen Dingen,
Den tollen und vollen,
Den ersten und schwersten ,
Den ernsten und ferns ten,
Ein Preislied singen.
Was soli mir die Zwangsart
Der Obergescheiten?- :
Heil, wer mit weiten
Armen verehrt!
Das Leben?- :
1st ein Pferd,
In jeder Gangart
will ich's reiten!
Gebet.
Gib, Herr, da~ mein Verstand / stets urn ein kleines gro~er sei
Als all mein Witz, der frech / das Oberste zu unterst kehrt,
Da~ meine Leidenschaft / stets urn ein kleines gri:i~er sei
Als mein Verstand, der schon / auf kurzem Wege stolpernd stutzt.
Gib mir, daB die Vernunft / stets urn ein kleines gro~er sei
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Als meine Leidenschaft / die jeder Eulenspiegel triigt / und narrt,
Und daB mein frammer Sinn / stets urn ein kleines gr66er sei
Als die Vernunft, die hoch / im kalten Raume / jammerlich erfriert.
Inevitably yet illusively the proemial section, including the motto ("Nehmt nur mein
Leben hin, in Bausch / Und Bogen, wie ichs fiihre ... "), brings one of walt Whitman's
solicitous accounts of his principal work to mind:
Leaves of Grass ... has mainly been - an attempt ... to put a Person, a human
being (myself ... ) freely, fully and truly on record.
The capital P in "a Person" and the italics bespeak the very theme, of not only the "Song
of Myself" but almost all of walt's poetry: he equated his "soul" with his ego and
"celebrated" his ego, clothed in the mantle of the prophet, as the embodiment of a more
perfect democracy. No such self-dramatization fans the fire of "Der Lebendige."
Bauchwitz has a hope - the rise of the intellectuals to the status of Lebendigen - and
offers his peculiar kind of pilgrim's progress as an example rather than himself as an
exemplar. He has a message but does not assume a mission. And, pace McLuhan, the
message is implied in the medium, the poems, which objectify a manifold of
heterogeneous experiences and bind their rotating matter with centripetal force. The
personal union, achieved without loss of independent states of feeling, tone, and thought,
seriousness and levity, outrageous frankness and refined sensibility, profound insigh ts and
naive confessions, is so peculiar to Bauchwitz and so inseverable from his artistry in
rhythm, rhyme, and structure that the time-honored methods of appreciation and
historical alignment lead, if anywhere, to dead-end crossroads. We already have disposed
of the futility of aligning Ein Gedichtbuch in Fun! Akten with the spirit and the
exhortation, let alone the style pattern, of Leaves. We shall see later, though, that Echo
resounds voices of the past.
In perusing the poems, one is struck again and again by their "modernity" of
expression, attitude and, irrespective of the topical field envisioned, point of view. As
rendered by Bauchwitz, even a medieval hymn written about 1260 A.D. - presumably by
Thomas of Celano, Franciscan - and sung "in commemoratione omnium fidelium
defunctorum" at a High Mass of the Roman Catholic Church, has a "modern" flavor
without losing its reverential pathos and sonorous poetry (p. 40)8:
Dies Irae.
Dies irae, dies illa
solvet saeclum in favilla,
teste David cum Sybilla.
Tag des Zornes, wann die Stille
schreit, in Asche staubt der Wille David kiindet's und Sybille.
welch ein Grausen wird sie knechten
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beim Gerichte des Gerechten,
der streng waltet allen Machten.
Tubenruf wird Wunder klingen,
durch die Grabgewolbe dringen,
vor den Thron des Ewigen zwingen.
Todnatur in Qual erstarren,
wenn der welt befleckte Narren
auferstanden SEINER harren.
Und ein Schuldbuch ist geschrieben:
was sie machelten und trieben,
all ihr Listen , Lastern, - Lieben
Blo~t die Wurzeln und die Keime,
lost sich auf in Zeugungschleime,
offenbar wird das Geheime.

Was so11 dann ich Sunder sprechen?
Wer erbarmt sich meiner Schwachen?
Gott wird ohne Gnade rachen ...
A11gewaltiger, behute
den, der Deinem Glauben gluhte!
Rette mich, Urborn der Gute!

Jesu, la~ mich nich t verderben, fur Dein schmerzenreiches Sterben
soUte ich den Himmel erben.
Mude such test Du Genossen,
Leidensjunger, Dir erschlossen ist Dein Blut umsonst geflossen?
Richter im Gericht der Rache,
fuhre gnadig meine Sache,
ehdenn ich dem Tag erwache!
The original hymn does not stop at the manly climax but descends, in eight more
tercets, to a sentimental level of precatory petition which is alien to the idiom of the
"translator" and deleterious to structural unity and dramatic force. Taken merely as a
poem, the abridged German paraphrase is an improvement on the Latin text whose
grandeur suffers a decline and whose great beauty is somewhat impaired by the intrusion
of arid scholastic terminology. "Ante diem rationis," for instance, lacks the emotive
concreteness of "Ehdenn ich dem Tag erwache!" In the middle of the thirteenth century
when scholasticism rose to its crest, even a Franciscan poet - if indeed Thomas de Celano
and not the Angelic Doctor himself was the author - could not entirely escape the then
prevalent abstractions of the Dominican schoolmen. A determinant factor in dating the
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requiem hymn "about 1250" has been its language. One would be hard put to establish
the chronology of the translation, and most of the other poems as well, by the same
method. Demonstrably Bauchwitz wrote all of it, save "Krieg" - fifteen poems of
litterature engagee based on his own experience as combatant - before the advent of
world War I, between 1908 and 1914 when the taboos of the just demised Victorian Age
still inhibited the free flow of expression in Germany and thus drove poets into grottoes of
retreat where euphemism and euphuism flourished or down the primrose path of tradition
to pedestrianism and philistinism. A few, emboldened by the zeal for social reform,
spiced conventional verbal patterns with short-lived slang. Unique in the German orbit as
a creator of whimsical, grotesque, and sometimes profound nonsense, Christian
Morgenstern (1871-1914) outmatched Edward Lear and equaled Lewis Carroll. On the
whole, though, epigones rather than original masters occupied the German region of
Parnassus between 1900 and 1914, among them men and women of considerable talent.
But if "modern" implies that a work of art, whenever and in whatever medium produced,
is so full of life as to trigger emotional and intellectual involvement today, beyond the
esthetic appreciation and quiet pleasure a historically oriented museum or anthology may
provide, then even a Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Richard Dehmel, Detlev von Liliencron,
Ricarda Huch, or other leading poets of the era do not seem to qualify in this regard.
Only Rainer Maria Rilke (1873-1926), whose claim to enduring fame chiefly rests on
Duineser Elegien and Die Sonette an Orpheus - both composed shortly before
publication in 1923 - still arouses personal Ergriffensein , while the polished, marblelike
works of Stefan George (1868-1933), despite his mesmeric influence on a generation of
gifted cultists, have ceased to engage the reader viscerally. Bauchwitz (born 1890)9 is not
likely to turn into a museum piece. He evokes, and sometimes provokes, vehement
responses on a chromatic scale from positive to negative, even outright disgust and a
muscular impulse to knock him down. At first reading, the perhaps most irresistible
stimulus to self-protective inimical reaction is supplied by the savage cannibalism of this
poem (p. 50):
Der gute Hunger.
Menschen her, daB ich sie presse,
pre sse, prasse, fasse, fresse,
Beste troste, Boste roste,
GroBte, Doste, Unerloste Menschen her, die Hiill ' und Fiille,
Menschenfiille ohne Hiille,
daB ich sie mit Holle fiille,
daB ich sie in Helle hiille Menschen: alte, ziergestalte,
Spaltehufe, kalte Hermen,
Junge, die vom Sprunge schwiirmen,
mit geblahter Lunge larmen,
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Greise, die aus weisen Darmen
makeln, bakeln und orakeln,
Seelen oder Epidermen Men s c hen her aus allen Zeiten,
Zonen, Zeugern, Zitzsamkeiten,
Menschen aller Menschlichkeiten,
denn ich will einmal bereiten,
denn ich will ein Mahl bereiten,
wie es keiner noch gebraut hat,
angeschaut, gestaut, verdaut hat:
urn das Ganze dann mit heiBen
Diinsten rundlang auszuschweiBen:
jeder steckt im Ei von Brei,
ich, nur ich bin frei dabei - Menschen her! ! !
On second thought, remembering the German idiom "einen zum Fressen liebhaben" (to
be so hungrily fond of a person as to wish to devour him), this actually is a violent love
song to mankind in "low" metabolic terms of "high" symbolic meaning, with allusions to
ciphers of the cabalists and alchemists, such as the "Ei im Brei" encompassing everybody.
There is an ingenuous medieval woodcut showing God in the process of creating the
world per anum; Freudians have analyzed it in the context of "displacement" and
children's misconceptions of parturition. Similarly the poet is here the procreative
celebrant of a love feast or agape which binds all of humanity in oneness.
The poem may serve as a passageway to the craftmanship of Bauchwitz. His skill with
words is not limited to the dictionary. "Doste" and "Zitzsamkeiten" cannot be looked up
in any Duden or Pekrun. They are newly coined, "Doste" from dosen 'to daydream'
plus Doste, which is the name of plants, especially Wohlgemut,l 0 therefore "Doste" =
cheerful daydreamer, while "Zitzsamkeit" combines Zitze, nipple (teat) and Sittsamkeit,
modesty (decency). Neologisms, that is, new words, new meanings of established words,
portmanteau and omnibus words, abound throughout the book. Examples:
Seelenverschreiber, Molochkanonenschliinde, Mimikry-Hautung, Adonis-Adonai, Ab-Gott
(=derived from Gott and distinguished, by hyphenation, from Abgott, 'idol'),
Gemii tologie, Sphinx I ynx augen , S peisendiadoche,
Daumlingsemiramis ,
Nervenfernsprechamt, Sternschnuppenwiinsche, Eurasiafrikaner. These hybrid coinages
perform like optical lenses which concentrate light rays on an object or area and bring it
into sharper focus. The German word for creating poetry , dichten, which suggests,
without regard to etymology, dicht, 'tight,' calls to mind that condensation is a sine qua
non of a poem. Synchronized with a metrical pattern, attuned to a rhyming scheme,
adopted to a thematic pitch, the neologisms lose the outlandish character which they
exhibit per se. They never affect the style which is natural to Bauchwitz, much as they
may cut across the stratifications of public language and conventional taste.
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His formal virtuosity is such that it appears to have sprung like Pallas fully armed from
the head of Zeus - unstudied, uncontrived, and effortlessly as well as playfully employed
in a remarkable variety of poetic engagements. If Thomas Mann's definition of the writer
as "einer, dem das Schreiben schwerfillt" applies to numerous poets, there are others Goethe (dictating flawless pages for hours) , Byron (composing cantos on horseback) whose inspiration is not associated with perspiration. What counts is, of course , the
artistic and human value of the work produced no matter how, but a certain mixture of
gravity and levity, a spiritutual-sensual amalgam of specific ratio seems to be more
indicative of the less laborious group, of which A(madeus) Mozart, named in the loving
pun at the beginning of "Ihr, die ihr Triebe ... " (p. 79) , is the musical prototype and to
which Bauchwitz surely belongs. The lyre of their mythological ancestor Orpheus, both
poet and musician , not only charms beasts but moves trees and rocks by the kinetic
energy of its vibrations, and "Schopfung" (p. 28) - password : "orphisch," line 8 generates itself with the poet a mere medium or catalyst, almost a bystander:
Ihr, die ihr Triebe ...
Am o! Z art und gewaltig, wie Lerchentrili verklingend im Wind,
schmerzhaft jubelnd bekennt es der Tone Baumeister; ihm fluten
aus Bewegung erstarrt zu Saulen, Spitzbogen, Veduten,
Domen unirdischer Freude - mit Gottbesinnung ein Kind heiligste Wasser der unentrinnbaren Quellen mocht' ihn schier ersaufen, dan Element,
aber er teilt und verbindet und ordnet muhlos die Wellen
und befiehlt, fur die Ewigkeit s 0 geformt, zu schwellen,
sich zu neigen im Reigen und fliehend sich zu gesellen - - spritzt den Federkiel aus, und indem er schnuppernd zur Kuche rennt,
"Jessas, Frau", schmollt er zurnig, "mei, sag, is das Backhand! anbrennt? "
Schopfung.
Titanenspiel Mit wuchtigem Willen
Blocke von Felsgestein
Hingeschleudert
Ohne Kunst und Plan - - Doch wie die Biene baut und wie Termiten
Verschlungener Gange kunstliches Barock
Sich hohlen, fugt sich orphisch Block urn Block,
Selbstherrlich, stolz, graniten.
In the relatively few cases where Bauchwitz seems to follow the "artificial baroque" of
traditional stanza patterns he not so much adopts as adapts them to his own purposes.
"Rondo" (p. 73) has ten lines with only two rhymes but includes the unrhymed opening
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words used in two places of the French rondeau in the rhyming scheme: the light-hearted
poem opens and closes with "Kiiss mir die Ringe urn die Augen weg!" "Angelandriner"
(p . 76) , named after the form which Angelus Silesius (pseudonym of Johannes Scheffler,
1627-77) chose for Der Cherubinische Wandersmann, consists of seven reflective twin
verses, but only number 2. might have been acceptable to the mystical convert to
Catholicism:
Die Kruste blilht sich hohl, zuinnerst gluht em Licht,
des sanfter Sinn gemach durch harte Kruste bricht.
"A us dem Arabischen" (p. 77) pays homage to the nine times "vier Dingen" of a
sweetheart's body in lines of eight trochees reminiscent of a chorus by Aristophanes and,
if divided in lines of four trochees, Heine's preferred form (see, for example, his Atta
Troll). "Unverbliimte Ritornelle" (p. 74 - "unflowered" satirical ritornels) deviates
from the "Blumenvers" a la Friedrich Ruckert by substituting a line internally rhymed,
even successive words, for a rhymeless one, as in:
9. Keusche Mimose! Dein ban glich Zit tern ist verfanglich Wittern
Und abgefeimt-verschmitzte Dirnenpose!
10. Bescheidenes Veilchen! Am schonen Busen von obszonen Musen
Wirst Du bald ruhn; noch bist Du treu - ein Weilchen .. .
Only the seven sonnets which are scattered about the book - "Der neu Alexander" (p.
19), "Weltriltsels Losung" (p .20), "Beschworung" (p. 21) , "Hass" (p.23), "Heiligung"
(p.S8), "Der Kuss" (p. 68), "Sittenrichter" (p. 106) - rigidly adhere to an established
form, the Petrarchan, in its most economical style of two end rhymes in octave and two
in sestet, but though "Heiligung" is addressed to some dark lady, not a Laura, none
betrays the tenderly romantic emotions or the hieratic attitudes of celebrated models
and, as to form, one (p. 68) is unique in all Germanic languages and literatures: a virtually
one-sentence double-sonnet (16 lines abba ... , 12 lines cdc cdc ... ):

Der Kuss.
Ein Doppelsonett

o diese Stunden, die uns gern versohnen
Mit allem Weh des Lebens, allen Leiden;
Die unsere miide Seele mit Geschmeiden
Von weilSen Perlen und Demanten kronen;

o diese Stunden des verklarten Schonen,
Die uns mit Gluck und hellem Glanz umkleiden,
Und wo wir in Gewandern, licht und seiden,
Der dunklen Schwere geisthaft uns entwohnen ... , Published by eCommons, 1969
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Aus Deinem Munde quillt ein sanftes Stahnen,
Du wehrst mir schuchtern .. willst mich angstlich meiden ..
Ich aber bitte demutvoll-bescheiden,
Du sollst mich nicht verstoBen und verhahnen .. Da redest Du .. Und Deine Worte tanen
Mir fern wie A.olsharfen in den Weiden,
Doch fuhle ich den Tollrausch in uns beiden,
Hare das Blut in unseren Schlafen drahnen ...
Und unsere Lippen zucken wie Manaden,
Die ihrem Gott und ihrem Wahn erliegen,
Mit Blitzgespruh und A.therkraft geladen
Durch aile Himmel der Verzuckung fliegen,
In allen Meeren der Begluckung baden,
Sich heiB umfassen und sich kuhn bekriegen,
Bald rasen an den stygischen Gestaden,
Bald sich im Strahl der heitern Sonne wiegen,
Ganz hingegeben unerharten Gnaden - - Dann lacheln wir uns selig zu und schmiegen
Uns aneinander, gute Kameraden,
Und traumen ohne Wunsche und verschwiegen ....
In contrast to this poem which delights in the rapture of lovemaking and recalls the
polished ecstasy of Auguste Rodin's marble statue Le Baiser, "Narr 2." (p. 16)connotes
the metaphysics of love as symbolized in the art of Hinduism, portraying Siva, the god of
destruction, in embrace with Shakti, the goddess of generative power (prakriti).
Apparently a cousin twice removed of the "clown" Touchstone in As You Like It to
whom Rosalind ascribes deep intuitive knowledge beyond his own consciousness "Thou spakes wiser than thou art ware of"ll - the "Narr" sees God epicene,
self-embracing like Siva-Shakti. Nothing in the poem indicates that he has ever heard of
Hindu religion. The young poet has, as shown by "Anrufung" (p. 42) beginning, "Auch
vernichten ist erschaffen ... ". Reviving and modifying a form which was invented by the
minnesinger in the twelfth century, increasingly less cultivated for two more centuries,
and never employed after 1600 at the latest, Bauchwitz gives the metaphysical love song
of his fool the structure of Aufgesang and Abgesang. As of yore, the Aufgesang is divided
into two metrically identical halves, strophe and antistrophe, corresponding to Stollen and
Gegenstollen. It is no mere accident that strophe and antistrophe of the trinomial poem each
have 6 and the Abgesang 6 x 6 = 36 lines, all multiples of three, representing the Trimurti
of the gods Brahma, Vishna, and Siva, and their union in one Godhead. Nor is the strange
rhyming arrangement of the Aufgesang accidental. The strophe conjures up the popular
image of God as an old man. Its repudiation in the antistrophe is emphasized by end
rhymes which answer the corresponding lines of the strophe. In a breathtaking crescendo
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of, in the main, monosyllables, the Abgesang sways to the passionate rhythm of
Siva-Shakti becoming one.
Narr.

2.
Aus euren Menschenhirnen stieg das nebelhafte
Phantom des Gottes, eines zwiefach alten:
Ein klapperdurrer Greis mit wildem Barte,
Zerfurchtem Antlitz, abgekliirtem Auge Ein Elend in der muffigen Niihe
Des Todes.
Doch ich - ein Narr des Lebens - rustete und schaffte
Und schmm zum Dreck die t6nenden Gewalten.
Wer sich mit mir urn neue Fahnen scharte,
Erkannte, daB ich doch zu manchem tauge Zum Adler ward beim Morden die Krihe
Herodes.
Zweieinig
1st Gott,
Vierbeinig
1st Gott
Ein Mann
1st Gott,
Ein Weib
1st Gott,
Ein Bann
1st Gott,
E in Leib
1st Gott,
Kein Fisch
1st Gott
Kreuzfrisch
1st Gott,
Nie satt
1st Gott,
Nie matt
1st Gott,
Brunstvoll
1st Gott,
Gunstvoll
1st Gott,
Ein Druck
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1st Gott,
Ein Ruck
1st Gott,
Verzuckt
1st Gott,
Verruckt
1st Gott,
Ein Spott
1st Gott - - Ein Gott
1st Gott!
Within the scope and aim of this introductory survey, further examination of the
formal details and anagogic latencies of "Narr" must be dispensed with. It can only be
carried out in juxtaposition with several of the other poems - incidentally a requisite
which lends color to the peculiar plea to read a book of verse as if it were a play. Since
Der Lebendige cannot be supposed to be on the shelves of many Americans, is out of
print, extremely scarce in the second-hand book market, and readily available in but a
few cities, such as Washington (Library of Congress) and New York (Public Library),
reference to the full contents seems impracticable until the book is republished. Brief
analyses of samples chosen for the limited purpose of the presen t article and by no means
for their esthetic distinction among the poems, cannot possibly induce the culmulative
effect, let alone the vital personal reaction sough t by the au thor. Aware of the artificiality
in separating form and content, we had a glimpse at the technical apparatus, the engine,
as it were, of his ship of thought and emotion without paying the same attention to the
cargo. To restore balance we shall now draw a contour map of various regions which the
poet visited on his pilgrimage to self-realization. Considering the rarity of the book, it will
be expedient to quote from it as copiously as space permits, reduce comment to a
minimum, and leave it to the reader to scrutinize his own first impressions while reserving
judgment on the aggregate of the work. Fortunately, under the circumstances, Der
Lebendige is in the public domain.
A concordance of the book would have more than eighty entries on God, list the
Virgin, Jesus, the apostles Bartholomew, John, and Peter, index the saints Agnes,
Anthony, Cecilia, and Mary Magdalene, register "Dreieinigkeit" (p. 55), "Heiligung" (p.
58), "Juxta Crucem Stantes" (p. 39), "Gottes Holle" (pp. 8-11) as titles of poems and
" In IHM .. as the caption of an entire Act. But it would be premature, if not outright
fallacious, to draw inferences from the frequency of topical allusions in such a list, and
ill-advised even when reading the passage referred to in the context of the poem, which
may sail to its goal by a side wind and be rigged with catachrestic symbols. Goethe, who
declared himself "ein dezidierter Nichtchrist" and appointed Spinoza his personal saint,
cannot be understood in the light of the theology pervading Faust from the Prologue in
Heaven where God himself, Mephistopheles, and three archangels appear in the gloriously
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operatic finale of the second part, with angels singing chorals. Neither can what is hidden
deep below the Christian layer of Bauchwitz be described in the abstract terms of any
religious or philosophical system. One may be tempted to interpret him in the spirit of
the Buddha or Heraclitus (cf. "Heraklit," p. 104) who both , for all their belief in change
as the sole permanence, allowed something "unoriginated, unconditioned," something
everlasting, or of Meister Eckhart's religious cosmology in which the one Being coexists
with eternal process: "Mfmangsii und Sankhjii" (p. 102; Eng. "Mimamsa and Sankkya," in
the terminology of monistic-pantheistic Vedanta) - "Einheit ist zwar in dem Vielen, /
Doch auch Vielheit in dem Einen" - seems to confirm the relationship. The concrete
interaction of minds, however, and their eventual fusion, the ultimate "meeting"
personified in Christ, God incarnate, is a mystical experience that cannot be
communicated other than in poetic language. "Begegnung" (p. 33), "Orakel" (p. 30), and
"Ausklang" (p . 45) endeavor it:
Begegnung.
Und ich ging die StralSen hin und her,
meine muden Augen sahn nichts mehr,
und die Welt war leer.
Meine FulSe,wund von all dem Gehn,
zitterten; da blieb ich stohnend stehn
und begann zu sehn.
Und die StralSen floss en in ein Rund
und versanken tief in tiefem Grund
und
Aus dem Hohlen stiegs, und das war ich,
leidbeschwert wie der am Kreuz verblich und so fand ich mich ...
Orakel.
Wer sich dem Gotte fromm als Opfer weiht,
Urn seine Hand, aus der ihm Licht und Lehn
Gegeben ward, mit BulSermiene freit Wird auferstehn.
Doch wer den Gott sich opfert und in Moder
das Wesen wandelt, stirbt auf dem Schaffott
Des ewigen Verderbens - - - oder
Wird selbst der Gott ...
Ausklang.
Wie Vogel, die im Kreisen nach der Beute
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Winzigster Wesen spahn; gleich einer Meute
Von Rassehunden auf gekreuzter Spur,
Sind meine Nerven toll nach unerlauschten
Wundern der angstlich bergenden Natur,
Die, eine Glucke, ihr Geheimnis hiitet,
Das nackte Kiichlein, eben ausgebriitet Ich aber sehe unter dem gebauschten
Fittich das eitle MuB und Nur - - Getast, Geruch will alldurchdringend schreiten,
Auf meiner Zunge siiBlich wie Kompott,
Fahl, fade, abgeschmackt zergehn die Zeiten,
Vor meinen Augen schwinden Welt und Weiten
1m drohnenden Choral der Ewigkeiten,
Und meine Seele fliegt zu Gott.
In the last poem, the process of dying into God while the senses depart one by one and
time dissolves, is graphically illustrated and symbolized by the decrease of strophic lines
from six to five to four to three to two to "one."
As in Titian's canvas, spiritual and worldly love are joined in Der Lebendige, though
without the alibi of extended metaphor. Secure in his robust innocence, never looking
with a leer, Bauchwitz tackles sex "in allen Gangarten," from tender empathy to marital
and extramarital affection, from the spermatic coupling of male and female to variations
of psychopathia sexualis. He is and feels singularly free of inhibitory neuroses - "nicht
geniigend seelenkrank" (p. 113), he says in teasing self-defense against an imaginary
critic.
The book offers still other instances where erotic themes are dramatically portrayed in
monologue or dialogue. "Pianissimo in der Nacht" (p. 66) records the communing of
young lovers at their first intimate meeting, before, during, and after defloration (cf.
"Virgo," p.81). Words of one syllable and ellipsis marks connote the sotto voce character
of the poem, which covers two printed pages:

Machst mich wirr . ..
0 ...
Du bist roh ... geh!
Du tust mir weh ...
Wir flammen
In einer Glut
und fliessen
zusammen ...
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"Ich will mein Blut
ergiessen ... "
Wir gluh en
in einem Licht
und spruhen
Funken ...
"Nuchtern sind wir nicht .
Sind wir trunken?
Wir sind heilig ...
Here and elsewhere Bauchwitz uses eliipsis marks like pauses in the rhythmic whole of a
melody , as a poetic tool for the achievement of what in analogy to "Ie mot juste" may be
called Ie rhythme juste or la cadence juste. In one particular case he uses the three dots
as a motto in lieu of a title (p. 22).
Space is lacking for more than a hurried view of episodic subject-matter though ,
according to Goethe, "Wer den Dichter will verstehn, / Muss in Dichters Lande gehn,"
and this includes enclaves of incidental encounters which trigger the poetic imagination.
" Bombita" (p. 82) - - "Torrero mit dem eingefrornen / Licheln ... " the most famous
Spanish bullfighter in 1908, "Zigeunerlager" (ibid.) -"Durftige Zelte, die am Berghang
verdiimmern .... .. Eine Alte... / weint - ohne Triinen" - , and the cycle
"Niederlandfahrt 1914" (pp. 62-65) - 1. 1m Hotel, 2. Isak Itzig ("Musenwiirter zu
Amsterdamm"), 3. Ghetto, 4. Madchen seit 1830, 5. Rembrandt an Hendrickje, 6.
Operette in Scheveningen - are such enclaves; the sixth poem, whose French motto is
taken from Offenbach 's La Grande-Duchesse de Geralstein sets the music to words by
mimicking the three-four time of a valse. The following survey of the verse epigrams
(E cho) will give us an occasion to refer back to some of the poems.
It is barely an understatement that world literature records only two
prototypal masters of the epigram: Martial and Goethe. Martial became the
model for all the centuries to come, including Ben Jonson, the founder of the
English form in Epigrammes (1616), the remarkably gifted Friedrich von Logau
(1604-55), and Lessing whose original contribution was limited to the term,
theory, and practice of the Stachelreim. Goethe immensely widened the topical
and intellectual horizon of what since the seventeenth century was designated,
with a subtle twist of meaning, Sinngedicht (from OHG sinnan 'einen Weg
machen,' figuratively, 'den Gedanken nachgehn'); he added Gatt und Welt to
the collections titled Epigrammatisch, Parabalisch, Sprichwortlich, Zahme Xenien,
etc., and occasionally, just as 111 his aphorisms Maximen und Reflexionen,
assumed the role of the teacher ("Jch schreibe nicht euch zu gefallen, / Ihr soUt
was lernen"). Bauchwitz follows the lead of Goethe, whose genius he lovingly
admires (see, inter alia, p. 52, "Burger zweier Welten" : "0 Goethe, Mittler
gottgekliirt") and whose perspectives and postures he approaches in divers directions
without, however, getting closer than to an asymptotic proximity. A case in point,
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notwithstanding a belated utterance of regret ("Ich habe gar zu viele Zeit auf Dinge
verwendet, ... die nicht zu meinem eigentlichen Fache gehorten ," Eckermann, 20. April
1825) is Goethe's gallant indifference, not to the job on hand ("die Forderung des
Tages") but to the kind of job which presents itself at any given moment ("Es war mir
immer gleich , ob ich Schiisseln machte oder Topfe"). Bauchwitz goes a step further.
Writing poetry is to him an adiaphorous natural function , neither ennobling nor
degrading, nothing to be proud or ashamed of (p. 107):
Marterln fiir Kunstrichter.

3.
Werke sind nur Exkremente,
die man eben machen mu~ ,
doch im dolce far niente,
webt der wahre Genius ;
schweigend herrschen, Zauberbann - - und das Wirkende hemt : Mann!
Th e greatest of men "liessen nichts Geschriebenes" (p. 108), and the poet, anticipating
the wildest dream of Marshall McLuhan about " by-pass [ingJ languages in favor of a
general cosmic consciousness" (Understanding Media , New York, p. 80) foresees a time
when silence will reveal all (p. 27) :
Zukunft.
Was die Musik uns sang,
Das Unaussprechliche
Ward Sprache und dichterische Verklarung.
In unserer Seele
Tiefste Schachte
Steigen wir auf den Stufen des Wortes.
Einst schwindet Musik und Wort,
Und alles Heimliche
Enthiillt sich - im Schweigen.
No wonder Bauchwitz is not kindly disposed towards the narcissistic believers in art as a
substitute for life and cultish idolaters of verbal fUigree . He ridicules their effete lisp in
five lines of twenty-seven onomatopoeic sibilants " S-theterei," (p. 122), "Der Asthet"
(p. 118), and other epigrams, e.g. , " Der feine Ton " (p. 168, " Gehn Sie stets im Frack,
Herr Musenreiter ... ?):
S-theterei.
Sehr seltsam sauseln sanfte sii~e Sinne,
In Sabbathsehnsucht siechen sie versonnen ,
Versonnen-sonnenhaft sinh Saat und Same
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In seelenlosen Sand, und silbern singen
Sanft-su~er Sinne Suchte sich ihr Grablied.
Der Asthet.
Du Milder, Du Leerer,
Du traulich-beschaulicher,
Fraulich-erbaulicher
Bilderverehrer
Du Edler, Du Wedler,
Du toter Devoter Gleich fluchrigen Dieben
will ich Dich fassen:
Wie konntest D u lieben, Ohne zu hassen?
The last epigram is from "Kegelschnitte," (pp. 114-118), a cycle of sixteen psychological
snapshots ("Der Arzt," "Der Jurist," "Der Priester,'" "Der Schauspieler," "Der Beamte,"
etc.) supplemented by "Der Philister" (six epigrams, pp. 125-126). Characteristic of the
general tolerance of the poet, his satire, though keen, is never malevolent. He warns
against the "capricious paprika" of sarcasm as a poison of the soul (p. 125):
Das Salz der Erde sei, das dieser Welt Bedarf ist!
Doch Kapripaprizier' Dich nicht,
Denn wem es an Gewlirz gebricht,
1st lieblicher dem Herrn, als wer versalzen scharf ist.
Such sympathy with the intellectually underprivileged, as well as the poor in spirit, is of
course an aspect of an individual's ethos and not deducible from his cogitations and
speculative beliefs. It testifies to Bauchwitz' integrity, though, that his theoretical
propositions harmonize with his weltanschauung and his weltanschauung with his
standards of conduct unless - "die Dichter lugen zu vie!." We have no reason to apply
Nietzsche's innuendo to Bauchwitz, obviously a poet of utmost, often enough painful
candor. Here, then, are the tenets, condensed from Echo and some other poems which
underlie or accompany his cheerful acceptance of human failings, foibles, and follies:
I. The reality of material objects outside of my experience is neither provable nor
refutable. II. Reality is my reaction to whatever affects me. III. "The world" is an
enigmatic myth of clouded phenomena. IV. The primordial event is rhythm. V. The laws
of the center become invalid at the periphery. VI. Opposites are the mirage of oneness.
VII. The highest value is friendship . To illustrate:
I. (p. 102)
Philosophie.
WandIe wie im Traume
Als ein rechter Tropf:
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1st mein Kopf im Raume,
1st der Raum im Kopf?
Zieh' aus Wellenschaume
Ich mich selbst am Schopf?
Bei gelehrten Leuten
Hab ich es gewagt,
AIle die Gescheuten
Als ich sie gefragt,
Redend voll Bedeuten
Haben - nichts gesagt.

II. (p. 102)
Der Begriff der Realitiit.
Ihr wilSt, daIS ich Definitionen hasse,
Die engsten sind noch immer viel zu weit. - "Was auf mich wirkt und was ich wirken lasse
Is t Wir klich kei t! "
III. (pp. 83, 103, 20)
Nebel.
Heute fexen
Nebelhexen,
Licht und Lande sind in Schleier
Eingekuschel t,
Und es huschelt,
Rischelruschelt
Allenthalb zur Teufelsfeier.
Rotgehaarte
Uppig-zarte
Sataninen flattern fliegen
Durch die Liifte,
Dunkler Griifte
Bisamdiifte
Stiiuben wie von Bock und Ziegen.
Grauslich-graulig,
Unerbaulich!
Welt ist keine Zuckerbretzel,
Die man knabbert,
Unbesabbert
Schliirfend schlabbert,
Sondern - immerhin - ein Riitsel ..... .
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Monolog.
"Wenn ich die bekannten Elemente
Auf ein einziges reduzieren k6nnte! . ..
In der Tat, beim Styx, wenn wir das k6nnten . ... .
Doch es fehlt uns an den - Elementen ... "
Weltriitsels Lasung.
Antwort, sinnlos wie die ganze Frage!!!
IV. (p.104)
Das Gesetz.
"1m Anfang war - der Rhythmus." Und so war
Von Anfang aile Weisheit offenbar.

V. (p. 104)
Ortliche Geltung.
Weges Mitte schreite
nur auf Mittelwegen,
jeder Weg zur Seite
fordert Uberlegen,
doch wird kein Geleite
Weges Dich umhegen,
pfadlos in die Weite
strebt ein kiihner Degen.
Was im Reich der Mitten
in der Mitte gliinze,
ist nicht wohl gelitten
an des Reiches Grenze,
driiben aber bitten
sie urn neue Lenze,
wandeln sich die Sitten,
wandeln sich die Tiinze Was in Zentren Weisheit schien ,
ist Dir selten noch gediehn
an Peripherien ...

VI. (pp. 106, 113, 127, 118, 124)
Standpunkt.
Wo h6chste Berge
Sind tiefste Truer,
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Und alles Hohe
1st alles Tiefe!
Les Extremes.
Der Ungewohnliche
Liebt das Banale,
Liebt die versohnliche
Dampfende Schale
Des koffeinfrein
Kaffees der Gleichheit Die Moralinfrein
Leiden an Weichheit,
GroBes will Kleines,
Schwaches will Machtiges,
Stolz sucht Gemeines,
Armut nur Prachtiges,
Keuschheit will Zoten,
Zahmes wird dreist -,
Doch die ldioten
Schmiih'n Herz und Geist!
Element, im Widerstreite
Machen wir es untertanj
Rudert man auf e i n e r Seite
Kippt der Kahn ...
Polaritat.

o wie herrlich beschenkt der Redner die lauschende Menge,
Fiillt den tragen Ballon mit "erhebendem" Gas! Irrtum, Freunde! Er gibt ja nur, was er ihnen genommen,
Was er als Kraft empfing, gibt er als Form zuriick!
Die Kurve des Denkens ist krumm und schief?Das raubt mir nicht den Mut:
Ich meditiere "relativ"
Und handle - absolut!
VII. (pp. 127, 112, 94 mo. 14)
Der Gastgeschenke gibt es viel zwar bring' Deinem Freunde Men s c hen dar!

o Mensch,

Willst Du Freie zu Freunden? ...
. . . - Ierne D u dienen!
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Wie wenig braucht man zu wissen,
Urn viel zu lieben ..... .
To quote and give an account of the lengthy poem "Dialog uber die Freundschaft" (p.
20) would be to go far beyond the intended scope of this essay. And instead of scanning
the variety of other vistas opened up or reopened in the epigrams, we shall listen to those
baffling reverberations of Echo which seem to issue from an undiscoverable source; they
defy all traditions of European secular literature and are contrary to the egotistic life
style of Western or westernized man everywhere. Individual "apartheid," distinct
personality, are their pride and supreme happiness. Goethe not only accords with this
observation but extends it to all human beings on earth:
Yolk und Knecht und Uberwinder,
Sie gesteh'n zu jeder Zeit:
Hochstes Gluck der Erdenkinder
Sei nur die Personlichkeit.
Bauchwitz differs toto coelo (p. 103):
In dividuali tatserschleicher!
HaBt mich nur, wenn ich Euch wider'n Strich bin.
DaB ich bin, scheint mir bedeutungsreicher
Als daB I c h bin.

If the quatrain quoted were the sporadic outlet for a fleeting emotion such as expressed
in the poem "Der Neue Paolo" (p. 69, "Ich sehnte das Vergessen meines Ich") we could
pass over it. In fact it is the pivot around which an entire group of interconnected
epigrams revolves and thus evidence of a genuine, deep-rooted belief; we dare say it is
central for the true comprehension of what is meant by "Der Lebendige" as both image
and concept. Bauchwitz holds that the feeling of self is an illusion obtained
surrepetitiously ("erschlichen"); the Heraclitean flux of everything knowable admits of
growth ("wie ein Kind zum Greis," "Wachstum," p. 110) but not of an ens in actu; "no
man is an nand, intire of itselfe" (John Donne) yet man mistakes himself for an island
because he is surrounded by a current of water (p. 104). The ambiguity in the misnomer
"individuum" is exemplified by certain sea animals (hydromedusae, p. 111) and certain
social insects (termites, etc., p. 104). Death complements the false belief in a separate self
(p. 105) and frustrates the ignorant desire for endless existence (p. 123). There is,
however, an indescribable "ES," interwoven and one with the phenomenal world and yet
not subject to its processes and categories, and to attain "IT" as Jesus and Buddha did (p.
108), one must cast off one's "shadow" (p. 104). It may be noted that "ES" has nothing
in common with the "Id" of psychoanalysis nor does "Schatten" resemble the Jungian
term.
"Ich?" Es hart, wer tiefer lausch t:
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Ich bin Insel, weil mich Strom umrauscht.
Was hei~t denn individuell?
Berich tet Gottesblutentbrannten:
Kampanularienstock ist schnell
e ins oder Vielheit von Hydranten,
polypisch oder freier Musen
meersiichtig Volklein von Medusen.
Termiten, Wespen, Ameisen, Bienen Wird einzeln, was uns Yolk erschienen?
Ware Tod nicht, ware Yolk nicht,
ware Yolk nicht, warest Du nicht,
warest Du nicht, war auch Ich nicht
ware Ich nicht, - ware Tod nicht.
Wonach wir streben?
Das Leben zu iiber-leben,
Jesus, Buddha, Sokrates
lie~en nichts Geschriebenes,
und sie wurden - - ES!
Wenn Du Dich nicht von Deinem Schatten trennst,
Unfruchtbar stirb, Dein eigenes Gespenst!
These epigrams reach into a noological dimension of "Der Lebendige" which at first sight
appears to be out of character. In the context of the book, denial of self - a theorem of
epistemology - seems to imply self-denial - a virtue extraneous to the dynamics of
uninhibited living. We find the key to the puzzle in the "shadow" couplet. In its physical
meaning, a shadow has form without substance, intercepting light rays. In its
metaphysical meaning, the shadow obscures reality and pn;vents illumination, that is,
spiritual enlightenment. "Enlightenment" is what Gautama Siddharta attained under the
bo tree, thus becoming the Enlightened, the Awakened, the Buddha. He taught that there
is no separate self, with "I" an illusion. From his teaching grew a nondual philosophy
which gives the lie to the belief in opposites, auch as subject-object, positive-negative, and
even Sam sara-Nirvana. As the sixth patriarch of Zen Buddhisms, Hui-neng (648-713) put
it, "All dichotomies are falsely imagined;" they are, in the words of other masters, "the
offspring of language and ignorance." We extrapolate from this train of thought the idea
that the loss of the shadow signifies a state of enlightenment in which contradictions
cease to exist and "out of character" is meaningless. Bauchwitz' vision of "Der
Lebendige" as an archetype of radical existentialism may have risen and originally evolved
from Die Reden Gotamo Buddhos, translated by Karl Eugen Neumann (1895). Zen was
unknown until the late forties when Daisetz T. Suzuki introduced this pragmatic religion
of "absurd" paradoxes to the West.
Goethe playfully insisted on being a "Dilettant." Perhaps Bauchwitz, a poet of the
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sacred laughter, would not object to the epithet of "Humorist" ("Kegelschnitte," no. 15,
p.117):
Der Humorist.
Ich bin kein Freund der Gasse
Und kein Gelachter laut und schrill,
Auch keine Neidgrimasse,
Die hohen will.
Von liebe, nicht von Hasse,
Erglanzt mein spiegelklarer Schild,
Mit frohem Ernst umfasse
Ich Tat und Bild.
Das Krasse und das Blasse
Hat meine Sehnsucht nie gestillt,
Und was aus der Pajasse
Schwachhirne quillt.
Ich bin ein Bursch von Rasse
Und wurzeltief gleich Y ggdrasil,
Ein Wanderer und Sasse,
Der s c hen ken will!
University of Kentucky and Milton, Massachusetts

1 Act IV, Sc. 3, Line 217.
2 (1920), v. 13, pp. 458-461, "Lyrik des Jahres," by Prof. Ferdinand Gregori. Excerpt: "Ein echter
Lebensheld, zwischen Titanismus und Demut den Ausgleich suchend, aufschaumend gegen alles
unIebendig Literarische und gegen diirre Geistigkeit, steht der Dichter vor uns; .... Inmitten der
seelischen Anarchien, die heute unsere Kunst durchfiebern, ist dieses Buch ein rocher de bronce
(sic), den man von allen Seiten mit Genugtuung betrachten kann, von unten, von oben und
voraussich tlich auch aus der Ferne."
3 See, for instance, (1911), pp. 512a, 565, 610, 820, 10nb, 1140, 1173, 1354, 1407.
4 (1913),v. 146 July, p. 84 has this footnote by the editor: "Wir verweisen unsere Leser auf die
obenstehenden Gedichte eines noch wenig bekannten Autors, die starkes Formtalent und
ungewohnIiche, scharf beobachtende Intelligenz verraten."

5 Gothaische Taschenbiicher der Uradeligenn Hauser: Gotha, Justus Perthes, 1942 (last ed.) .
6 The original reads "Dilige - et fac quod vis" (Commentary on the Epistles of St. John, no. 7 of the
homilies.) But St. Augustine writes "amare" in the next paragraph and the French invariably
translate, "Aimez - et faites ce que vous voulez" (cf. ed. Migne).
7 "The poem ... " (Archibald MacLeish).
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8 For sybilla, Sybille read sibylla, Sibylle.
9 The National Union Catalog, PT2603,A 7L4; 66-33950.
10 Franz Dornseiff, Der Deutsche Wortschatz nach Sachgruppen (Berlin, 1934),7.2. Pflanzenarten.
11 Act II, Sc. 4, Line 54.
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